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A major update to Apple's iOS IDE was released a few days ago, and so far Xcode 4's weaknesses greatly outweigh its strengths. After spending some time with Xcode 4, I strongly consider returning to the old version. Google I hate xcode 4 and you will see I'm not the only one considering an IDE downgrade. Here are just a few of the reasons why Xcode 4
may end up being Windows Vista by Apple IDEs.SlowwwwAll the clocks and whistles of the new interface come at quite a price. Given my development machine is no spring chicken (I still rock an old Core 2 Duo), but Xcode 3 performed lightning fast. Open new tabs or one of the seemingly endless sidebars in Xcode 4 (more on that later) chug along with
what I could imagine would be nice animations if they weren't so slow and choppy. Fast information that used to be available at the whim of a key command, such as opening the Troubleshooting Console, now requires a button press and a wait through a sliding animation. Resource Hog I don't usually hear my MacBook Pro fan work that hard unless I play a
game or browse a Flash site. Again I know that my laptop is on the older side, but I should really be able to write code and listen to iTunes without experiencing jumps in music. Maybe all the new constant background error checks are the culprit- I admit it can be pretty cool, but does anyone know how to turn it off? UnstableXcode 3 crashed on me a handful
of times in a couple of years. But in the last three days of really using Xcode 4, it has crashed once per day. New software always has problems, but the same stability woes were there in Xcode 4 beta, so I was sure to hope for an improvement in the final release. Single window is not always better There are elements of the new user interface that are
awesome. Having one tab for an implementation file and another for its corresponding Interface Builder file is a thing of beauty. Some things work better as a single window, but Apple stuck with this design paradigm to such an extreme that it ends up being an almost comical number of side bars (within side bars, within side bars). Having Interface Builder
fully integrated into Xcode is pretty cool, but while the IB of old had its own menu bar items and key commands, they are now all tucked away in Xcode's sea of sidebars- take a look at the screen of an unholy mess of a user interface. I usually give Apple the benefit of the doubt- I still get used to Xcode 4, which is why I didn't mention any of my frustrations
that have to do with finding features I was so used to in Xcode 3. There are also many visual bells and whistles that I imagine would be quite smooth on a faster machine. A quick and convincing performance update from the Apple team would really help things, but until then I'm glad Apple Developer Connection still offers a Xcode 3 download ... Considering
an Xcode Leave a comment and tell us why. Mike Keller is GeekTech's resident iOS developer nerd. Catch Diary of a One every Tuesday here at PCWorld's GeekTech blog. Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our Partner Link Link Policy for more information. Loading... The Apple App
Store has long had a good reputation for screening out malware. But last weekend, the company pulled apps infected with XcodeGhost malware from the Chinese Apple App Store - infected apps that had apparently been created with a counterfeit version of Apple's Xcode IDE by unsuspecting developers. As a precaution, Apple sent its developers on
Tuesday, recommending that they validate its installed version of Xcode using a simple procedure to ensure it was not a hacked version. The email also contained a reminder to always download Xcode directly from the Mac App Store, or from apple's developer website, and leave Gatekeeper enabled on all your systems to protect against manipulated
software. InfoWorld contributing editor Peter Wayner followed the validation procedure of the letter - and his copy of Xcode 6.4 did not pass the test. Peter communicated with another Mac developer who also ran version 6.4 and who got the same result. Both had downloaded Xcode from Apple. Had Apple hosted a counterfeit version of Xcode? After several
questions, Apple returned to us late yesterday. An Apple spokesperson told us that the Xcode test recommended on the Apple developer blog confirms that every bit is correct and that older versions of Xcode may have some bits flipped during regular use - hence the false positive that 6.4 was not a valid version. The solution, we were told, was just to
downoad Xcode 7.0, the latest version, from Apple. In other words: Unless you have version 7.0, you can easily get the same message Peter did: a sealed resource is missing or invalid. Don't panic. Just come to the App Store or to the Apple Developer website and download Xcode 7.0. If you want to be extra careful, run the recommended validation
procedure, and the message accepted will give you some extra peace of mind. This story, Apple devs: Don't let Apple's Xcode validation scare you was originally published by InfoWorld. Copyright © 2015 IDG Communications, Inc. iPad Pro apps Prosser is 100% safe. April 22, 2020 Source: iMore iPad Pro can't run many pro apps, including Xcode.
Developers need Xcode to create apps for Apple's ecosystem. A new report claims Xcode and more are coming to the iPad. People love to cast shade on the iPad Pro for many reasons, but the arrival of Magic Keyboard has killed some of them off. Now Jon Prosser reckons that another will also be put to bed - that the iPad Pro isn't a real computer because
it can't run Apple's pro apps. In a tweet this morning Prosser said that he is now 100% sure that FCPX, Logic Pro &amp; Xcode are coming to the iPad Pro. It doesn't allow much room for ambiguity, does it? I am now 100% sure that FCPX, Logic Pro &amp; Xcode coming to iPad Pro.I can not safely say to what capacity, or with what limitations due to RAM
management - but it happens during the next year or so. You can choose to trust me on it, or not, I guess
♂️ - Jon Prosser (@jon_prosser) April 22, 2020 The arrival of Final Cut Pro X, Logic Pro and Xcode on iPadOS would be huge for both Apple and its users. Magic Keyboard, improved trackpad support and clean power inside the iPad Pro should
make such apps feasible. And the USB-C port won't hurt either. Keep in mind that iPad Pro is the only non-Mac device Apple makes with USB-C. If Prosser is correct all that's left is to find out when these apps are coming. When asked if they would come to WWDC, the answer was much less convincing. I'd be lying if I said I knew that part. I just know that it
happens over the next year- Jon Prosser (@jon_prosser) April 22, 2020 Well, at least it's a start. News Apple Talk (General) (General)
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